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Kit Includes: 
MM2300A - Electrician’s/HVAC TRMS Multi-Meter
CL2300A - 600A AC/DC TRMS Clamp Meter w/Temperature
55431 - Tradesman Pro Tool Bag with Light
7424INS - 102 mm Screwdriver - Insulated, PoziDriv® No.2
7414INS - 102 mm Screwdriver - Insulated, PoziDriv® No.1

MM2300A - Electrician’s/HVAC TRMS Multi-Meter
The Klein Tools MM2300A is an auto-ranging multi-meter. It measures AC/DC 
voltage, AC/DC current, resistance, capacitance, frequency, duty cycle, and 
temperature. It can also test diodes and continuity.

CL2300A - 600A AC/DC TRMS Clamp Meter w/Temperature
Designed by electricians for electricians, this professional-series true RMS 
auto-ranging clamp meter measures AC/DC voltage, AC/DC current, resistance, 
capacitance, frequency, duty cycle and temperature. The built-in magnetic mount 
allows for hands-free convenience. The unit is CAT IV Safety rated and includes 
case, test leads, test lead holder and batteries.

7424INS - 102 mm Screwdriver - Insulated, PoziDriv® No.2 
Protect yourself when working near a live electrical source. Clearly marked with the 
official 1,000-volt rating symbol, Klein insulated tools exceed IEC 60900 and ASTM 
F1505 standards for insulated tools. Two layers of insulation provide protection 
against electric shock. Built to handle tough jobs with ease.

7414INS - 102 mm Screwdriver - Insulated, PoziDriv® No.1
Protect yourself when working near a live electrical source. Clearly marked with the 
official 1,000-volt rating symbol, Klein insulated tools exceed IEC 60900 and ASTM 
F1505 standards for insulated tools. Two layers of insulation provide protection 
against electric shock. Built to handle tough jobs with ease.

MM2300A - Tradesman Pro Tool Bag with Light
Illuminate the inside of your bag or your workspace with the Klein Tools 
Tradesman Pro Organiser Tool Bag with Light. It features a removable LED light 
that can be positioned to shine inside or away from the bag. The light also has a 
hook and magnet for hands-free use.
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Kit Includes: 

MM300 - Digital Multi-meter, Manual-Ranging, 600 V
CL110 - Digital Clamp Meter - AC, Auto-Ranging, 400 Amp
NCVT-1 - Tradesman Pro Tool Bag with Light

MM300 - Digital Multi-meter, Manual-Ranging, 
600 V
Klein Tools MM300 is a manual ranging multi-meter that measures 
AC/DC voltage, DC current, and resistance. It can also test batteries, 
diodes, and continuity. Klein Tools’ Testing and Measurement product 
line was exclusively designed from the ground up - by electricians for 
electricians.

CL110 - Digital Clamp Meter - AC, Auto-Ranging, 
400 Amp
Klein Tools CL110 is an automatically ranging digital clamp-meter 
that measures AC current via the clamp, and AC/DC voltage, 
resistance and continuity via test-leads. Klein Tools’ Testing and 
Measurement product line was exclusively designed from the ground 
up - by electricians for electricians.

NCVT-1 - Non-Contact Voltage Tester
Use this Non-Contact Voltage Tester to detect standard voltage in 
cables, cords, circuit breakers, lighting fixtures, switches, electrical 
sockets and wires. A bright-green LED will tell you that the tester 
is working, and functions as a work light. It changes to red, and 
warning tones sound, when voltage is detected.
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Kit Includes: 

VDV512-100 - Coaxial Explorer® 2 Tester
VDV110-061 - Coax Cable Stripper 2-Level, Radial
VDV812-627 - Push-On F Connector RG6/6Q - 10-Pk

MM300 - Coaxial Explorer® 2 Tester
The Klein Tools Coaxial Explorer® 2 verifies the proper continuity 
of F-connector coaxial cables and maps their location. This tester 
comes with one (red) remote. The available colour-coded remotes 
(sold separately) allow for up to four cables to be tested and 
mapped, displaying the cable status via LED indicators - PASS, 
OPEN or SHORT - that also identify the cable/remote location.

VDV110-061 - Coax Cable Stripper 2-Level, 
Radial
This cable stripper prepares multiple types of cable in common 
voice/data/video applications. It features an exclusive, sliding depth 
gauge and variable stripping capability. The Klein Tools coax cable 
radial stripper 2-level is made from high-quality materials and 
construction for long-lasting results.

Push-On F Connector RG6/6Q - 10-Pk
The innovative design of the Klein VDV812-627 Push-On 
Connector-F allows the cable and connection to turn reliably inside 
the connector shell, reducing cable strain when packing in a wall 
box or behind equipment. No tools are necessary for installation. 
A colour-coded application band allows easy identification of cable 
compatibility.


